The Who Sit on Your Face

Lunar Fan

The Who, on Warner Brothers Records

Why do people like this album? I haven’t been so stumped since the B-52’s Wild Planet became the people’s choice.

I should explain myself. Start with “You Better You Bet,” the BIG SINGLE. The B-52’s latest release is set to become the people’s choice. Why do people like this album? I haven’t been so stumped since the B-52’s Wild Planet became the people’s choice.

The music itself isn’t all that bad, I’m par-

Brothers Records. But names can never drown you

Still waters run deep
so be careful I don’t drown you
You’ve got nothing to hear
I’ve got nothing to say

Stick & stones
may break your bones
But names can never drown you
I’d only take two wards
to blow you away
Oh, yes — and “You” — an ode to a tease.
More good stuff.

In all, not a bad album, but it doesn’t
rate four stars. Still, the Who can do better
than three for mine. Better luck next time.
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